
Shelsley Walsh 25 June 2022 Championship rounds 5 and 3 
 
The weather forecast was for showers but the course was in a good dry condition all-
be-it with fast moving clouds and blue sky above. We were the second largest class 
at the meeting, with thirteen cars plus a couple of double drives. For Finley Cameron 
this was his first drive in the car. 
 

 
Finley waits patiently      © Rob Macdonald 
 
Practice went smoothly with very little drama but unfortunately after his second run 
Tim discovered that the Woodruff key for the on-board starter had failed, damaging 
the crank, ending his day. Unusually there was a third practice just after a short sharp 
rain shower. Only four drivers took up the challenge on a now very wet hill! 
 
Over the lunch break, Charles altered the carb jets on his twin and Richard altered 
his gearing, but that was the extent of tinkering. 
 
Timed runs got underway on a now dry course and it was at this point the gremlins 
put in an appearance. Steve had his gearbox casing break as he started up and then 
just after Crossing, and going strongly, Alistair had the exhaust push rod fail, 
stopping the engine. 
 
As the afternoon drew to a close and our final climb of the day drew near, the clouds 
began to threaten but luckily it stayed dry and all except Richard shaved more from 
their times.  



 
Charles presses on       © Rob Macdonald 
 
The results are amazing in just how close competition has played out this year with 
six cars covered by less than a second, and bodes well for the rest of the season. 
 
Results  Championship round 5 
  Run 1 Run 2 Best 
 
Fin Mackintosh Cooper Mk XI Norton 39.11 38.88 38.88 
Max Mackintosh Cooper Mk VI JAP 39.87 39.82 39.82 
Jan Nycz Staride Mk 111 Norton 42.10 39.92 39.92 
Hamish C-Eveleigh Cooper Mk VIII JAP 41.26 40.10 40.10 
Mark Riley Creamer JAP 40.59 40.14 40.14 
Richard Robarts Cooper Mk XI JAP 40.69 41.06 40.69 
Mike Wood Iota CB2 JAP 42.80 40.72 40.72 
Finley H-Cameron Cooper Mk VIII JAP 43.08 42.20 42.20 
Stuart Barnes Iota P1 01 JAP 49.63 48.89 48.89 
Alistair Dent Hornet JAP Fail   ---   --- 
Steve Lawrence Cooper Mk VIII JAP   ---   ---   --- 
Tim Densham WHD JAP   ---   ---   --- 
 
Twin and Junior  Wally Cuff Trophy Round 3 
 
Russell Haynes Elva 200 36.89 36.36 36.36 
Charles Reynolds Cooper Mk VII 39.12 38.04 38.04 
Mark Haynes Elva 200 40.59 38.56 38.56 


